
DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND.   
As busy as life is, managing your AEDs 
should not add to your list. Intuitive and 
simple, our AED Program was planned 
from the ground up to give you everything 
that you need, and nothing that you don’t.

Created by Professionals - We understand 
what it means to use an AED and what must 
be in place both before and after an event. 

Whether a neighborhood church with one 
AED, or a nationwide organization with 
several hundred, your program is tailored 
to fit your specific size and needs.

We’ve partnered with some of the top 
Physicians in the fields of Cardiology and 
Emergency Medicine, Doctors who are 
passionate about stopping the epidemic 
of Sudden Cardiac Arrest.

AED PROGRAM

Why Choose Us?

A comprehensive program that keeps abreast  of evolving AED legislation.
Ensuring that your organization is compliant, protected, and prepared.

Take the Uncertainty out of AED Ownership

The premier Automated External Defibrillator (AED) Program Management Solution
Placing AEDs in your organization is making a choice to protect your people. Unfortunately, liability concerns associated with stringent AED legislation can hinder 
the deployment of these life-saving devices. CPR Savers AED Program is an all-inclusive solution that handles every aspect of your AED Program, so you can have 
the peace of mind that only comes with being prepared.

Most importantly, placing AEDs and training your people in Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) just may save the life of a coworker, friend or loved one.  It’s 
too late to act when tragedy strikes.  Make the choice today, and be ready now.

Utilizing an intuitive web-based monitoring system, a unique portal will be tailored just for you and your organization. Tracking and maintaining your Safety program, and 
ensuring State and Federal compliance becomes easy, efficient, and accurate.

Built on a safe and secure platform, your records and data are protected, backed-up, and always immediately available.

Phone:  800-824-6016
Email:   customerservice@life-assist.com
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